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kaspar michael morpurgo worksheet 1a ... morpurgo has a gift for magical storytelling, and his books also
often tackle social issues. out of the ashes (2001), for example, is about the foot and mouth crisis. his most
popular books include why the whales came (1985), which was made into a film starring helen mirren; king of
the cloud forests (1988), which won the cercle d’or ... michael morpurgo, obe, - cathedral-school - and the
carnegie medal (2004). he is also a three times winner of the prix sorcière (france) for king of the cloud forests
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michael morpurgo, the wolves of willoughby chase by joan aiken. full page fax print - regent international
school - starring helen mirren; king of the cloud forests (1988), which won the cercle d'or prix sorcière
(france); and my friend walter (1988) and out of the ashes (2001), which were both adapted for television. the
wreck of the zanzibar (1995) won the 1995 whitbread children k book award. michael morpurgo is the author
of many books for children, five of which have been made into films. he also ... george r.r. martin - calday
grange grammar school - 2 the soddit by adam roberts king of the cloud forests by michael morpurgo
kensuke’s kingdom by michael morpurgo war horse by michael morpurgo [private peaceful resource pack]
- loughborough - morpurgo is passionate about children reading, and he spent much of his time as laureate
on the road, meeting children and talking with passion and enthusiasm about the work he does and the way he
does it. michael morpurgo is, in his own words, oldish, married ... - michael morpurgo is, in his own
words, "oldish, married with three children, and a grandfather six times over." he hasn't always been like that,
though.
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